
 
 

UAEM – UBC CHAPTER 

MEETING MINUTES 
JANUARY 28, 2015 

IKBLC 156 
              

In Attendance: Angela Ji, Jeffrey, Brian, Angela Fung, Elaine, Guillermo, Kelly 
              

1) Impact Lab Workshop 
        - Overseas Medicine Initiative -> have to hold workshop (30 mins) together 
        - proposal too vague -> available on Google Doc (has been edited at today’s meeting for the most part) 
        - make it more interactive -> split into tables (different countries) -> maybe choose which person in the 
"family" will get the medication for survival / which diseases do you want to treat 
        - deadline on February 1st 2015 
        - To do: Research incidence rates of certain diseases, finish PPT by reading break 
        - Practice for this on March 6th or 7th morning 

     Tentative overview of presentation: 
        a) Show a video at the beginning of the presentation at the workshop 
                     - succinctly covers issue of medication inaccessibility 
        b) Hep C article in India -> India denies patent. Decreases treatment for Hep C greatly. 
                      - maybe integrate this into the workshop too 
                      -> refer to P4P website -> declarations to support 
        c) End off with local inaccessibility 
                      - PharmaCare: educating people about PharmaCare and when/how they cover for medications 
 
2) "How to Build a Workshop" workshop on Friday Feb 30th 2015 
        - attending: Elaine 
        - To do: Elaine checks Google doc for the workshop and submits it before Sunday 
 
3) OMI presentation (Reflective Leadership Workshop) on Feb 7th 
        - Attending: Imelda, Brian  
        - 4-5 minute presentation (PPT or Prezi) 
        - learning strategies for developing spaces for discussion of ethical advocacy issues 
        - People may go to Global Lounge for this Presentation 
        
4) Pictures for Progress 
        - Ubyssey -> Jeff contact them about: 
                        - Are they using the article we sent them? 
                        - Are they asking for an interview? What would the dates be? 
                        - How long would it take for them to edit the article? 
                        - Who is writing the article? What is being written? Can we take a look first? 
        - Talon -> Link will be shared on Fb -> Edit it 
                        - Can use the story of a patient who could not afford Tramacet -> taking 8 T#3's per day to  
                          manage pain. Elaine talked to this person during pictures for progress. 


